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    EEG correlates of social interaction at distance [version 5;
referees: 2 approved]
William Giroldini ,    Luciano Pederzoli , Marco Bilucaglia , Patrizio Caini ,
   Alessandro Ferrini , Simone Melloni , Elena Prati , Patrizio Tressoldi2
Evanlab, Firenze, 50023, Italy
Dipartimento di Psicologia Generale, Università di Padova, Padova, 35131, Italy
Abstract
This study investigated EEG correlates of social interaction at distance
between twenty-five pairs of participants who were not connected by any
traditional channels of communication.
Each session involved the application of 128 stimulations separated by
intervals of random duration ranging from 4 to 6 seconds. One of the pair
received a one-second stimulation from a light signal produced by an
arrangement of red LEDs, and a simultaneous 500 Hz sinusoidal audio signal
of the same length. The other member of the pair sat in an isolated sound-proof
room, such that any sensory interaction between the pair was impossible.
An analysis of the Event-Related Potentials associated with sensory stimulation
using traditional averaging methods showed a distinct peak at approximately
300 ms, but only in the EEG activity of subjects who were directly stimulated.
However, when a new algorithm was applied to the EEG activity based on the
correlation between signals from all active electrodes, a weak but robust
response was also detected in the EEG activity of the passive member of the
pair, particularly within 9 – 10 Hz in the Alpha range. Using the Bootstrap
method and the Monte Carlo emulation, this signal was found to be statistically
significant.
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Introduction
The study of EEG correlates of social interaction is a hot topic in the 
world of social neuroscience, described as follows by Cacioppo & 
Berntson (2002): “Social neuroscience addresses fundamental ques-
tions about the mind and its dynamic interactions with the biological 
systems of the brain and the social world in which it resides”.
The study of EEG correlates of social interaction ranges from sim-
ple face-to-face motor interactions (e.g. Hari et al., 2013), to empa-
thy (Singer & Lamm, 2009), to interpersonal motor co-ordination 
(Oullier et al., 2008; Sebanz & Knoblich, 2009). A recent review 
of the current status of the field, particularly in reference to social 
cognition, is given by Chatel-Goldman et al. (2013). This review 
highlights the importance of not underestimating possible non-local 
mechanisms that can emerge from person-to-person interactions. 
These mechanisms are defined as “dependent operations between 
two or more brains that operate at least in part on shared infor-
mation content” and are also described as interactive alignment, 
resonance, phase synchronization, and non-local correlations.
Is it conceivable that these mechanisms can be detected even when 
two persons are mentally interacting without the possibility of 
sensory information exchange?
This possibility is rarely studied, not so much because of technical 
or methodological difficulties, but because the prevailing view is 
that the human mind can only receive information through the five 
senses and anything else is impossible. Nonetheless, if we assume 
that the human mind is also capable of receiving and processing 
information transmitted from other than the five senses, it becomes 
possible to investigate the characteristics of mental activity related 
to the interaction between two sensorily isolated individuals.
This model of mind function, also defined as “non-local” because it 
is not limited to the spatial and temporal confines of the five senses, 
is predicted by various theoretical models. For example, accord-
ing to Dual-Aspect Monism (Atmanspacher, 2012), there is neither 
a material reality nor a mental reality – rather, they are two dif-
ferent aspects of one reality. These mental characteristics are also 
consistent with Generalized Quantum Theory (GQT) proposed by 
Walach & von Stillfried (2011), and Filk & Römer (2011).
This theory predicts mind-to-mind and mind-to-matter non-local 
correlations similar to the entanglement phenomena observed in 
quantum physics if the following conditions are fulfilled:
1) A system is given, inside which subsystems can be identified. 
Entanglement phenomena will be best visible if the subsystems 
are sufficiently separated such that local observables pertaining to 
different subsystems are compatible.
2) There is a global observable of the total system, which is comple-
mentary to local observables of the subsystems.
3) The total system is in an entangled state. For instance, eigen-
states of the global observable are typically entangled states.
The theory of Generalized Entanglement assumes that a distant 
social interaction between two persons who know each other must 
satisfy these requirements:
a) the two persons represent two subsystems of a single larger 
one created by their relationship, and
b) this relationship constitutes an entangled state, and further-
more that
c) the measurable psychological and physiological variables 
represent the system’s comprehensive characteristic even 
though measured individually.
However it is important to point out that when dealing with men-
tal observables, the identification and operationalization of the 
subsystems within a global one, and their complementary and/or 
compatible characteristics, is still an open problem.
The study presented here is a further addition to this field of research. 
In comparison to other research, our specific objectives are: 
1) To determine the difference in power or other statistical 
characteristics of the EEG signal between the person receiv-
ing the physical stimulus and his/her mentally connected 
partner;
2) Determine the latency period, if any, between the EEG 
signals and the stimulus of both partners;
3) Determine the frequency ranges of EEG activity that best 
represent the connection between the subject pair.
To date, we have identified 29 published studies starting from 
1965 which have addressed this possibility using EEG activity as 
a dependent variable (see Table S1 in the Supplementary Material). 
Unfortunately due to the types of EEG sources analyzed and the 
statistical analyses used to test the existence of a non-local social 
interaction, it is very difficult to meta-analyze them. In this study 
we will present a new method for the analysis of EEG signals which 
proved superior to the classical ones.
Methods
Subjects
Six Italian Caucasian healthy adults were chosen for the experi-
ment, comprised of five men and one woman, with an average age 
of 35.5 years (standard deviation = 8.3).
They were selected among the members of the EvanLab, the pri-
vate laboratory involved in this study. The criteria for their vol-
untary inclusion were their mutual friendship (> 10 years), and 
their experience in being able to maintain prolonged focused 
concentration – a product of their familiarity with meditation and 
other practices requiring control of mental activities.
            Amendments from Version 4
We added a comment related to the latencies of the ERPs of both 
the senders and the receivers.
Furthermore we corrected a typo related to Hinterberger reference.
See referee reports
REVISED
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Statement of Ethics
The use of experimental subjects is in accordance with ethical 
guidelines as outlined in the Declaration of Helsinki, and the study 
has been approved by the Ethical Committee of the University of 
Padova’s Department of General Psychology. Before taking part 
in the experiment, each subject gave his/her informed consent in 
writing after having read a description of said experiment.
Equipment
A software program, available at http://dx.doi.org/10.6084/
m9.figshare.1466876, especially written by one of our co-authors 
(GW) administered the sequence of stimuli and synchronized the 
EEG recordings from each member of the pairs. EEG activity was 
measured using two Emotiv® EEG Neuroheadsets, equipped with 
14 EEG channels, connected via WiFi to a Windows PC.
The technical details are: 14 electroencephalography channels 
based on international location from 10 to 20 (AF3, F7, F3, FC5, 
T7, P7, O1, O2, P8, T8, FC6, F4, F8, AF4, plus two reference 
electrodes). The mastoid electrodes (M1, M2) served as reference 
points against which the voltage generated from all other electrodes 
was compared. The sample frequency of the Emotiv® headsets is 
128 Hz, with a bandwidth from 0.2 to 45 Hz, with a built-in fifth 
order low-pass digital filter as well as two notch filters at 50 and 
60 Hz respectively as protection against noise produced by the local 
electricity network. The Emotiv® EEG has a proprietary wireless 
network connection at a frequency of 2.4 GHz.
Stimuli
The auditory stimulus was composed of a 500 Hz sinusoid applied 
through 32 Ohm Parrot ZIK® earphones at a volume of about 
80 dB. The visual stimulation was from high intensity red LEDs in 
a 4×4 arrangement placed approximately one meter from the sub-
ject being stimulated. The subject kept his/her eyes closed because 
the light could easily be detected through the eyelids.
Procedure
The members of each pair were placed in two separate rooms 
approximately five meters from each other. Each room was sound- 
and light-proof, so as to block out any and all external sensory 
information.
Between these two rooms was a control room with two computers 
connected to the Emotiv® headsets and from which the research 
assistant controlled the sensory stimulation program and each part-
ner’s EEG recording (see Figure S1 in Supplementary Material). The 
software program in use ensured that the signals coming from the 
two EEG headsets were recorded simultaneously (to within 8 ms).
The partner designated as “Sender” was given the following instruc-
tions: “When you are ready, relax and be prepared to receive a 
visual and auditory stimulus which you will send to your partner. 
To assist your mental connection with him/her, concentrate on 
his/her photo before starting the experiment. Your only task is to 
mentally transmit what you will perceive, while limiting your body 
movements to prevent interference with your EEG activity. You will 
perceive 128 stimulations of 1 second each, separated by pauses of 
random length lasting 4 to 6 seconds in order to avoid predictable 
rhythms. The experiment will last about 10 minutes.” 
The partner designated “Receiver” was given the following instruc-
tions: “When you are ready, relax and be prepared to receive the 
stimuli sent from your partner. To assist your mental connection 
with him/her, you will see a facial photo of him/her before starting 
the experiment. Your task is to mentally connect with him/her and 
try to perceive the stimulus he/she is receiving, while keeping 
your body still to prevent interference with your EEG activity. The 
experiment will last about 10 minutes.” 
Once the quality of the EEG signals was confirmed, and with the 
consent of the subjects, the research assistant began running the 
experiment’s program. To prevent either subject from predicting 
when the first stimulus would be given, it was preceded by a period 
of silence of random duration from 2 to 3 minutes.
At the end of the experiment, after a period of rest, in most cases 
(if subjects agreed and time allowed) the role of each subject was 
reversed.
All together data from 25 pairs of subjects was collected over 
three days. The raw data are available at http://dx.doi.org/10.6084/
m9.figshare.1466876 which include details of pairings.
Bias control
To avoid any experimenter’s effect, the research assistant who 
managed the software for the data acquisition were blind to the 
exact start of the stimulation sequence, given the randomization 
of the duration of the first pre-stimulation period as described 
above.
The reduction of the risk of any conventional communication 
between the pair of participants, was guaranteed by the sensory iso-
lation of the two rooms were they were placed as already described. 
The only remaining possibility was to speak aloud each other, but 
this event could clearly be noticed by the research assistant.
Results
Data analysis
Collection of the evoked potential was initially conducted by filter-
ing the signals in the 1–12 Hz band followed by normalization (see 
software code of Appendix 1 at http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/022046), 
hence employing the traditional averaging method of time- and 
phase-locked epochs. The typical result of an evoked potential 
obtained from Senders can be seen in the graph in Figure 1.
The average Event-Related Potential (ERP) of all 25 files from 
Senders and Receivers was also calculated. To get the total sum of 
evoked potentials from all subjects while avoiding ERP different 
latency period problems, each subject’s individual evoked potential 
powers were added up. The resulting graph is shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2 clearly shows an ERP in the Senders, but nothing of 
interest in Receivers.
Following this negative result we began using an original method 
which we named GW6, created by one of our co-authors (WG), 
and described in detail in Tressoldi et al. (unpublished; pre-print 
proof available at http://biorxiv.org/content/early/2015/07/06/022046), 
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Figure 1. Typical example of an evoked potential obtained from processing a Sender’s signals. The graph is an average of 128 stimuli 
and 14 EEG channels. Usually two peaks are seen, a negative and a positive one, about 250 to 300 ms after the stimulus begins, and a minor 
peak at about 250 ms after the stimulus ceases.
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Figure 2. Results of overall average of ERP power: top graph is that of Senders, bottom shows that of Receivers.
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which was found more resistant to jitter and interferences com-
pared to the traditional averaging method. Furthermore, as 
described below and in more detail in the original paper, this new 
processing method is far less prone to unwanted effects of EEG 
artifact because as the Pearson Correlation depends only on signal 
phase and not to amplitude.
This method is based on the Pearson correlation between segments 
of data of fixed length L, as shown in Figure 3.
As an example, the Emotiv® EEG Neuroheadset provides NC = 14 
EEG channels and a sample frequency of 128/s; the stimulus is 
1 second duration and an epoch’s length is 3 seconds, equal to 384 
samples. In this case it becomes possible to calculate the R(x) array 
in a number of combinations of pairs equal to: Nt = NC*(NC - 1)/2 = 91. 
The result can be written using a new array, R(I, X), in which 
I = 1... 91 and X = 1... 384 are the calculated values. The stimu-
lus is administered at the same time as sample no. 128 and ceases 
after one second, with sample no. 256. The next processing step 
involves the average of R(I, X) over all the given stimuli, the result 
designated as R’(I, X).
Therefore, for each value of I = 1.... 91 a baseline is calculated, 
comprised of the average of R’(I, X) in the pre- and post- stimulus 
areas. Finally a new array is calculated, Sync(I, X), based on the 
result’s absolute value: Sync(I, X) = Abs(R’(I, X-Baseline)).
Then the average of all the Nt combinations gives us the final array, 
Sync1(X), which represents the total variations of the EEG correla-
tions during a 3 second epoch, for all stimuli and all EEG channels. 
It is also possible to calculate a similar array, Sync2(C, X), for each 
channel, C.
To be extra certain, the analysis of experimental data was nonethe-
less conducted on longer epochs – up to 4 seconds – comprised 
of 1.5 seconds pre-stimulus, 1 second stimulus, and 1.5 seconds 
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Figure 3. The window of length L runs along the traces left by two EEG channels. The corresponding Pearson Correlation is calculated 
and recorded on the R(x) array.
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post-stimulus. To calculate the probability that the observed differ-
ences in baselines are due to chance, the experimental data were 
compared to those obtained with a simulation conducted using a 
bootstrap procedure with the following characteristics:
a) Signals from the desired frequency range (in our case 9–10 Hz in 
Receivers and 1–16 Hz in Senders) are filtered using a digital filter 
that leaves signal phases intact, according to the Discrete Fourier 
Transform (DFT) and its related inverse processing. The filtered 
files are then saved. We point out that for Senders the standard 
frequency range (1–16 Hz) was used because the ERP is usually 
generated in this range.
b) The same processing method (The GW6 method) is applied to 
these files, but choosing at random the point in which a stimulus 
is thought to be present. For each file, the same number of stimuli 
(128) are evaluated, as in the experimental tests. For each file at least 
20 bootstrap calculations are made, eventually resulting in over 500 
files. The average of these calculations constitutes the blue boot-
strap curve in Figure 4 and Figure 5, which therefore represents the 
expected probability due to chance, to compare with the obtained 
experimental curves (red). This method appears valid in that it gives 
a virtually flat curve (blue), close to zero throughout.
In Figure 4, a distinct peak (red curve) is seen which represents 
a correlation ERP at about 300 ms from the start of the stimulus, 
followed by a weaker peak at the end of the stimulus. This graph 
is similar to the one obtained from standard averaging in Figure 2, 
only expanded.
In Figure 5, with respect to the Receivers, there is an area that 
exceeds the normal chance expectation represented by the bootstrap 
curve. This area is highlighted in yellow and can be calculated as 
the difference with respect to the bootstrap curve.
A similar analysis was conducted by filtering signals within the 1 
to 16 Hz band (as in the Senders) with statistically null results, and 
subsequently in the 8 to 16 Hz band, followed by the 8 to 12 Hz, but 
the best result was obtained in the 9 to 10 Hz range (see Table 1).
We concentrated our analyses on the alpha-theta bands which proven 
more sensible to distant correlations in previous similar studies.
Due to the limitations of our EEG detection apparatus we did not 
proceed in a deep analysis of the sources (locations) of the observed 
effects, a very important detail. Preliminary analyses suggest the 
occipital and frontal locations as potential sources of the observed 
effects.
As far as it concerns the latency period between the stimulus 
and the EEG response, in the senders this time is about 300 ms 
(see Figure 4), as normally expected, whereas in the receivers the 
maximum response is found at about 700 ms after the remote stimu-
lus onset (see Figure 5).
If this latency will be confirmed in future experiments (in prepa-
ration) this observation will be of great importance for the com-
prehension of this phenomenon. For example, it could mean that 
the receivers do not perceive the stimulus itself, but the change of 
consciousness state of the sender.
Statistical control
After having established an increase in cerebral correlation in 
Receivers coinciding with the remote stimulus given to Senders, 
it is necessary to determine the importance of this difference with 
respect to the statistical chance. To this end, instead of resorting 
to conventional statistical methods, often inapplicable to complex 
situations such as this, we used an emulation procedure of the 
Monte Carlo type consisting of the following steps:
a) Take the bootstrap files within the desired frequency band – in 
our case from 9 to 10 Hz (around 500 files), or from other bands. All 
of these files are the result of a GW6-type processing and are now 
the input data set for the Monte Carlo emulation.
b) 25 “fake” files are randomly chosen and their final average is 
calculated, in the same way as the average of the 25 “real” files.
c) The difference in area with respect to the average of all the 
500 bootstrap curves is calculated, as in Figure 5. This difference 
may be either a negative or positive number.
d) Determine if this number is higher than that obtained from the 
real experimental files. If it is higher, a counter is incremented.
e) Start again from a) and repeat the cycle as required (we repeated 
the cycle 2000 times).
At the end, determine how many times out of 1000 a group of 
25 bootstrap files randomly exceeds the value of the area found 
experimentally. The results give the probability of obtaining a sur-
plus of area by chance, as in Figure 6. This procedure does not use 
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Figure 5. Overall result of 25 Receivers obtained from filtering the EEG signals in a narrow band, from 9 to 10 Hz + normalization, 
followed by application of GW6 method. The red curve is the average correlation and the blue is the bootstrap curve (average of 500 files), 
which represents the expected probability due to chance.
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the GW6 method. On the vertical axis are correlation values ×100. The blue curve denotes the average of 500 bootstrap files.
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Table 1. Area differences compared to bootstrap curves in three different 
signal filtration bands. The column on the right shows the probabilities that the 
results are purely due to chance.
Role EEG Band Area Difference Maximum Value Probability
Receivers 9–10 0.3106 0.4545 0.002/0.003
Receivers 8–12 0.1516 0.186 0.035/0.040
Receivers 8–16 0.0737 0.167 0.15/0.17
Senders 1–16 2.464 7.90 <0.00001
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Figure 6. The graph shows the distribution of 2000 Monte Carlo emulations with respect to Receivers’ files filtered in the 9 to 10 Hz 
band. The value of the area to be exceeded (see Table 1) is 0.3106 (red line). The distribution is approximately Gaussian and the specified 
value is exceeded by chance 3 out of 2000 times.
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any specific a priori statistical model, and is based solely on applying 
numerous emulations exactly as with real data. As shown in Table 1, 
in the 9 to 10 Hz band the result is significant to a level of around 
2–3/1000, equivalent to P ≤ 0.003, and is even significant in the 
8 to 12Hz band, with P ≤ 0.04. The almost Gaussian distribution of 
the values shows that the method is valid and agrees with normal 
statistics.
Discussion
When traditional methods of averaging and calculations for ERP 
power are used, there is a distinct evoked potential in the EEGs of 
subjects who are Senders, but not in the EEGs of Receivers.
Conversely, when the GW6 method is used and the signals within 
the 9–10 Hz band are filtered, we obtain the results shown in 
Figure 5, which are statistically confirmed by the Monte Carlo Emu-
lation. These outcomes lead us to believe that Receivers exhibit a 
weak response to the remote stimulus in the form of a small change 
in cerebral synchronization coinciding with the stimulus. This vari-
ation approximately equates to a 0.5% correlation, with a maximum 
of about 1.5–2.0% in the best subjects under examination. Even 
though the applied method does not display a result in the form of 
a wave similar to that seen in the Senders’ ERPs, this result does 
however open the door to future investigations aimed at identify-
ing specific patterns of weak but significant responses in Receiv-
ers. This study is clearly explorative but it is in agreement with the 
results observed in three different experiments by Hinterberger 
(2008) who observed an increase in the ERPs in the Alpha (8–12 Hz) 
band only in the related pairs of participants. If further confirmed, 
these findings would be of huge scientific importance because they 
provide neurophysiological evidence of a connection – or social 
interaction – at distance.
It is important to point out that our experimental design is by its 
nature not able to distinguish between classical and non-local inter-
actions. As in quantum physics, also here a Bell-type experiment 
would be necessary to distinguish between classical signal transfer 
and nonlocal correlation. Instead, here we only looked for corre-
lations similarly to other studies of this type (see References and 
Table S1).
Regarding future developments in this area, we will attempt to iden-
tify EEG signals in Receivers while applying a gradual reduction in 
the number of stimulations. Continual advances in techniques for 
processing EEG signals allow us to be optimistic in reaching this 
objective.
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Supplementary Material
Figure S1. Floor plan showing rooms used in the experiment.
Table S1. Summary of the main characteristics of studies investigating Brain-to-Brain interaction at distance.
Study Year n. pairs 
of  data
Instruments Stimulation Dependent variables
Achterberger et al. 2005 10 fMRI Distant Intention F
Ambach 2008 17 EEG Checkerboard 
patterns
F,C,P,O
Burke, R. C., Gauthier, M. Y., Rouleau, N. & 
Persinger, M. A., Experimental Demonstration 
of Potential Entanglement of Brain Activity 
Over 300 Km for Pairs of Subjects Sharing the 
Same Circular Rotating, Angular Accelerating 
Magnetic Fields: Verification by s_LORETA, 
QEEG Measurements
2013 2 EEG Audio & Visual 
frequencies
Beta, Alpha, Theta
Dotta et al. 2009 4 EEG None Theta, Alpha, Gamma
Dotta et al. 2011 3 PMT Magnetic fields + 
light flashes
Photons
Duane, T.D., Behrendt, T., Extrasensory 
electroencephalographic induction between 
twins, Science 150 (1965) 367
1965 15 EEG Eye open-closed Alpha
Grinberg-Zylberbaum J, Delaflor M, Goswami A. 
The Einstein/Podolsky/Rosen paradox in the 
brain: The transferred potential.
1994 1 EEG Light flashes VEPs
Hearne 1997 8 EEG Stroboscope light VEPs
Hinterberger 2008 86 EEG Checkerboard 
pattern, IAPS
Theta, Alpha, Gamma
Hearne 1977 8 EEG Light flashes VEPs
Hearne 1981 11 EEG Tachistoscopic 
light
VEPs
Kittenis 2004 18 EEG Single flashes Alpha
Manolea 2015 16 EEG IAPS Theta
Millar 1975 20 EEG Light flashes VEPs
Orme-Johnson et al. 1982 3 EEG Transcendental 
Meditation
Alpha, Beta
Persinger et al. 2008 4 EEG Magnetic fields + 
light flashes
Theta, Alpha
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Study Year n. pairs 
of  data
Instruments Stimulation Dependent variables
Persinger et al. 2010 10 EEG Magnetic fields + 
light flashes
Alpha
Persinger et al. 2003 4 EEG Magnetic fields Theta, Alpha
Radin 2004 13 EEG Image Cz ERP
Rebert & Turner 1974 1 EEG Light flashes Alpha
Richards et al. 2005 1 fMRI -EEG Checkerboard 
patterns
O, Alpha
Scott et al. 2015 5 EEG light visualization Theta, Gamma
Standish et al. 2003 1 fMRI Checkerboard 
patterns
O
Standish et al. 2004 60 EEG Checkerboard 
patterns
O, VEPs
Targ & Puthoff 1974 6 EEG Light flashes Alpha
Tressoldi et al. 2014 20 EEG Image + sound AF3, F7, F3, FC5, T7, 
P7, O1, O2, P8, T8, 
FC6, F4, F8, AF4
Ventura et al. 2014 8 EEG Reiki Theta, Alpha, Gamma
Wackermann et al. 2003 17 EEG Checkerboard 
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VEPs
Wackermann et al. 2004 16 EEG Checkerboard 
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VEPs
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  Current Referee Status:
Version 5
 26 February 2016Referee Report
doi:10.5256/f1000research.8650.r12366
 Thilo Hinterberger
Research Section of Applied Consciousness Sciences, Department of Psychosomatic Medicine, Medical
Center, University of Regensburg, Regensburg, Germany
Thank you. I accept the manuscript in this version 5.
I have read this submission. I believe that I have an appropriate level of expertise to confirm that
it is of an acceptable scientific standard.
 No competing interests were disclosed.Competing Interests:
Version 4
 03 February 2016Referee Report
doi:10.5256/f1000research.8514.r12237
 Thilo Hinterberger
Research Section of Applied Consciousness Sciences, Department of Psychosomatic Medicine, Medical
Center, University of Regensburg, Regensburg, Germany
I have two further points:
Please change the year in Table S1 in the line of Hinterberger which is 2008 and not 2010.
 
You mention in your objectives that you aimed on determining the latency period between EEG
signals. I could not find an answer in the results. Please report this latency in the results.
I have read this submission. I believe that I have an appropriate level of expertise to confirm that
it is of an acceptable scientific standard, however I have significant reservations, as outlined
above.
 No competing interests were disclosed.Competing Interests:
Author Response 05 Feb 2016
, Dipartimento di Psicologia Generale, Università di Padova, ItalyPatrizio Tressoldi
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, Dipartimento di Psicologia Generale, Università di Padova, ItalyPatrizio Tressoldi
Thank you for your continous accurate review of our paper.
In the new version on pag. 6 we added a comment related to the latencies of the ERPs of both the
senders and the receivers and corrected the typo related to Hinterberger reference 
 I'm the corresponding authorCompeting Interests:
Version 3
 22 January 2016Referee Report
doi:10.5256/f1000research.8396.r11137
 Thilo Hinterberger
Research Section of Applied Consciousness Sciences, Department of Psychosomatic Medicine, Medical
Center, University of Regensburg, Regensburg, Germany
In the Introduction you write:
“Our study is a further contribution to this line of research, but for the first time within the social
neuroscience and the GQT framework.”
I do not understand why you think that you for the first time link GQT and social neuroscience. You
only did an experiment of the type many others did before in a very similar way. Therefore, please
omit the second half of the sentence.
 
I do not understand the meaning of this sentence and the NT seems to be strangely introduced
here:
“It is important to point out that our experimental design is by its nature not able to distinguish
between classical and non-local interactions even if the GQT implies a “no-signal-transfer (NT)
theorem” that is only an acausal correlation between two complex neurophysiological observables
of two entangled subsystems of a total global system.”
My suggestion to indicate the limitations with respect to the GQT is:
“It is important to point out that our experimental design is by its nature not able to distinguish
between classical and non-local interactions. As in quantum physics, also here a Bell-type
experiment would be necessary to distinguish between classical signal transfer and nonlocal
correlation. Instead, here we only looked for correlations similarly to other studies of this type (see
References)."
I have read this submission. I believe that I have an appropriate level of expertise to confirm that
it is of an acceptable scientific standard, however I have significant reservations, as outlined
above.
 No competing interests were disclosed.Competing Interests:
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 No competing interests were disclosed.Competing Interests:
Author Response 22 Jan 2016
, Dipartimento di Psicologia Generale, Università di Padova, ItalyPatrizio Tressoldi
In the new version we updated the introduction and the discussion following your suggestions 
 No competing interests were disclosed.Competing Interests:
Version 2
 01 December 2015Referee Report
doi:10.5256/f1000research.7913.r11391
 Thilo Hinterberger
Research Section of Applied Consciousness Sciences, Department of Psychosomatic Medicine, Medical
Center, University of Regensburg, Regensburg, Germany
Thank you for the improvements and adding the list of studies. I still have some concerns which I think
should be regarded in order to be scientifically correct. They refer to your responses on my points raised
above:
2. I still do not see all preconditions for the applicability of the GQT fulfilled. As you do not show that you
should not state that "this relationship constitutes an entangled state". The GQT cannot be applied to any
complex system. There are complex systems that behave just classically when split up into parts. Further,
the random generator experiment of Walach can be connected with GQT as it analyses the matrix of
physical and psychological variables and thereby excludes a signal transfer. In this aspect, your
experimental design is rather of a classical nature and its non-local entanglement nature cannot be
proven with it. Therefore, again, I suggest you to be more careful in the introduction.
3. Again, why did you choose the bands 1-16, 8-16, 8-12 and 9-10Hz? Why not the standard EEG bands?
Or have you analyzed the other frequency bands? Then, it would be honest to report also the other
frequency bands and correct for multiple testing. Searching for the highest effect in the data and reporting
only this is statistically invalid.
6. If possible, please provide a mapping or some information showing the spatial distribution of the effect.
Should be no problem as you have the data and the algorithms.
I have read this submission. I believe that I have an appropriate level of expertise to confirm that
it is of an acceptable scientific standard, however I have significant reservations, as outlined
above.
 No competing interests were disclosed.Competing Interests:
Author Response 05 Dec 2015
, Dipartimento di Psicologia Generale, Università di Padova, ItalyPatrizio Tressoldi
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2. I still do not see all preconditions for the applicability of the GQT fulfilled. As you do not show that
you should not state that "this relationship constitutes an entangled state". The GQT cannot be
applied to any complex system. There are complex systems that behave just classically when split
up into parts. Further, the random generator experiment of Walach can be connected with GQT as
it analyses the matrix of physical and psychological variables and thereby excludes a signal
transfer. In this aspect, your experimental design is rather of a classical nature and its non-local
entanglement nature cannot be proven with it. Therefore, again, I suggest you to be more careful in
the introduction.
Reply: It seems your concerns are related to our statements: 
“A distant social interaction between two persons who know each other satisfies these
requirements [for mind-to-mind and mind-to-matter non-local correlations] provided that:
a) the two persons represent two subsystems of a single larger one created by their
relationship, and
b) this relationship constitutes an entangled state, and furthermore that
c) the measurable psychological and physiological variables represent the system’s
comprehensive characteristic even though measured individually.”
We agree that these hypotheses must be tested empirically, but are coherent with those
put forward by Walach (in press) in testing mind-to-matter non local correlationset al. 
postulating an entanglement between participants and the RNG.
What if in the new version we introduce the above paragraph with the following premise: “
When dealing with mental observables, the identification and operationalization of the
subsystems within a global one, and their complementary and/or compatible
” ?characteristics is still an open problem. In the present study we will assume that…
As far as the no-signal-transfer (NT) theorem, in the third paragraph of the Discussion
section of version 2 we explicitly declared that “…what we are observing is not a
transmission of signals from the sender to receiver participants, but only a correlation
..”between two complex neurophysiological observables
Again, why did you choose the bands 1-16, 8-16, 8-12 and 9-10Hz? Why not the standard EEG3. 
bands? Or have you analyzed the other frequency bands? Then, it would be honest to report also
the other frequency bands and correct for multiple testing. Searching for the highest effect in the
data and reporting only this is statistically invalid.
Reply: We agree. In the new version we will explicitly declare that we concentrated our
analyses on the alpha-theta bands which in previous similar studies proven more sensible
to nonlocal correlations.
6. If possible, please provide a mapping or some information showing the spatial distribution of the
effect. Should be no problem as you have the data and the algorithms.
 
Reply: We agree that this information could add more details to the characteristics of the
nonlocal correlations, but given the limitations of our EEG apparatus, we did not proceed
at present time in the source analysis.
In the future studies we will add the search of the spatial  distribution of the effect and the 
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In the future studies we will add the search of the spatial  distribution of the effect and the 
more active locations.
In the new version we will add this clarification.
 Please let us know whether you agree with these revisions before we submit version 3.
 This reply was done on behalf of all co-authors.Competing Interests:
Referee Response 11 Jan 2016
, University Clinic of Regensburg, GermanyThilo Hinterberger
Regarding 2:
I would suggest instead of: "A distant social interaction between two persons who know each other
satisfies these requirements..."to write: "The theory of Generalized Entanglement assumes, that a
distant social interaction between two persons who know each other must satisfy these
requirements..."
Then, as you suggested please insert the sentence:
“When dealing with mental observables, the identification and operationalization of the subsystems
within a global one, and their complementary and/or compatible characteristics is still an open
problem. In the present study we will assume that…”
Regarding my comment on non-signal transfer:
My point of critics was not that you expect "only" correlations in your experiment. It is more that you
should state that your experimental design is by its nature not able to distinguish between classical
and non-local interactions because if your experiment is successful and replicable, it can be used
for signal transfer as well. You should add a sentence which makes this clear. Therefore, your
sentence "…what we are observing is not a transmission of signals from the sender to receiver
participants, but only a correlation..." is wrong because you don't prove that. These kind of
correlations still could have a classical explanation!
Regarding 3:
OK. But please don't say " ...more sensible to nonlocal correlations." Better would be " ...more
sensible to distant correlations." as I said, you don't prove non-locality.
Regarding 6:
Some hints about the contribution of electrode positions to the effect can be given without
calculating source localizations. You can keep this simple. 
 No competing interests were disclosed.Competing Interests:
Author Response 12 Jan 2016
, Dipartimento di Psicologia Generale, Università di Padova, ItalyPatrizio Tressoldi
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, Dipartimento di Psicologia Generale, Università di Padova, ItalyPatrizio Tressoldi
Thank you very much for these clarifications we have now considered in the new version of the
paper. On pag. 1 we have clarified which requirements are necessary to satisfy the condition for a
Generalized Entanglement between two distant persons. On pag. 8 we clarified why we did not
proceed in the source analysis and on pag. 9, how our findings fit with the  no-signal-transfer (NT)
theorem. 
 I'm the corresponding authorCompeting Interests:
Version 1
 29 September 2015Referee Report
doi:10.5256/f1000research.7257.r10191
 Aliodor Manolea
Faculty of Psychology and Education Sciences, University of Bucharest, Bucharest, Romania
The work is interesting and well done, in terms of the experimental work and data processing, both
part of EEG signal processing and a statistical approach.
 
The abstract describes very precisely the content of the article. The addressed  research stage is
clearly exposed and has direct addressability with the experiment described in this article and it is
well supported by bibliographic references.
 
The analysis method of ERP (The GW6 method), used to extract useful information from the noise,
seemed to me very appropriate in the context of the uncertainty of ERP occurrence in the EEG
recordings  of the receivers.
 
Also, statistical analysis is well designed and properly made, it allowed the exclusion of chance
from investigated phenomenology.
 
The effect size in such experiments is small or very small, being on the border of chance.
Therefore, it would have been appropriate to make a comparison with the effect size obtained in
other experiments of this type.
 
The results are well supported by the experimental data and the processing methods. I think  that
the authors provide sufficient data to replicate the experiment without having great difficulties,
which supports the scientific nature of the research.
 
Also, I say that I agree with changes made at the suggestion of one of the referees.
 
For future research I think that generating a baseline obtained from experimental sessions in which
any (no) stimulus will be applied, It would be more appropriate than the method used in this
experiment.
I have read this submission. I believe that I have an appropriate level of expertise to confirm that
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I have read this submission. I believe that I have an appropriate level of expertise to confirm that
it is of an acceptable scientific standard.
 No competing interests were disclosed.Competing Interests:
Author Response 31 Oct 2015
, Dipartimento di Psicologia Generale, Università di Padova, ItalyPatrizio Tressoldi
Thank you for your review. Here follows our replies to your comments.
......
5. The effect size in such experiments is small or very small, being on the border of chance.
Therefore, it would have been appropriate to make a comparison with the effect size obtained in
other experiments of this type.
Reply: We are still wondering if a meta-analysis could be carried out on all the available
studies related to this phenomena, but the variety of methods used to analyse the data
(see the Supplementary Material), raise serious concerns on this possibility.
.....
8. For future research I think that generating a baseline obtained from experimental sessions in
which any (no) stimulus will be applied, It would be more appropriate than the method used in this
experiment.
 Reply: We agree with your suggestion we will take it in account for the next experiments.
 No competing interests were disclosed.Competing Interests:
 10 September 2015Referee Report
doi:10.5256/f1000research.7257.r9814
 Thilo Hinterberger
Research Section of Applied Consciousness Sciences, Department of Psychosomatic Medicine, Medical
Center, University of Regensburg, Regensburg, Germany
The manuscript reports a study in which spatially separated pairs of participants have been measured
with EEG simultaneously. One of them was audiovisually stimulated at random times. The hypothesis was
tested whether an evoked response related to the stimulation in one participant could be detected in the
EEG of the non-stimulated participant. A nonparametrical analysis using bootstrapping analysis showed a
positive effect in the alpha frequency range.
The manuscript is written clearly and the experiment and analysis seem to be done in a scientific rigor
way. However, several questions arose and some additions and changes should be done before full
approval of this paper. These are described in the following:
This type of experiment was already done and published by various researchers. Almost none of
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This type of experiment was already done and published by various researchers. Almost none of
them is mentioned but I think this is important as the study is a kind of replication of previous
studies. Especially, as there are experiments that showed an effect in the alpha band which
supports your findings. I would suggest to report previous studies of this type in the introduction
and shortly report their findings (E.g.by  Wackermann, Radin, Hinterberger,…).
 
In the introduction the Generalized Quantum Theory is presented as a rational for the hypothesis. I
would be very careful with this approach because it is not clear whether this study design can be
used to test the WQT and further whether the WQT actually applies to the phenomenon of distant
mental interactions even if it is an elegant model. Spoken as a physicist, I do not really see the
conditions for entanglement fulfilled because not every subsystem, that has information of another
subsystem and shares the idea of interconnectedness behaves as being entangled. Therefore, it
seems to be oversimplified to just state that "this relationship constitutes an entangled state".
Another problem arises with the non-signal transfer paradigm which in this type of experiment
would be violated if we would find replicable correlations of the same type. In such case one
should find a different explanation for the effect.
Therefore, I suggest instead of claiming the WQT in the introduction, the study should be
presented as a replication of previous studies in a slightly different manner, testing an experiential
phenomenon reported by many people. Also please state why you were using this type of stimuli.
The WQT would probably fit better as an attempt for an explanation of the findings in the
discussion or, if used in the introduction with much more care.
 
Why were you focusing on the frequency range between 9-10 Hz? Was this a post-hoc selection?
Could you tell the results of the other standard frequencies such as theta, beta,.. bands?
 
“…it becomes possible to calculate the R(x) array in a number of combinations of pairs equal to: Nt
= NC (NC - 1)/2 = 91. The result can be written using a new array, R(I, X), in which I = 1... 91 and X
= 1... 384 are the calculated values.“
This description remains unclear to me. Could you describe the meaning of the variables and
explain the process a bit more?
 
What is the GW6 method?
 
Is it possible to tell something about the localization of your findings as you recorded 14 channels?
 
In the discussion please compare your findings to those of similar studies.
I have read this submission. I believe that I have an appropriate level of expertise to confirm that
it is of an acceptable scientific standard, however I have significant reservations, as outlined
above.
 No competing interests were disclosed.Competing Interests:
Author Response 31 Oct 2015
, Dipartimento di Psicologia Generale, Università di Padova, ItalyPatrizio Tressoldi
Thank you for your review. Here follows our replies to your comments.
*
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Thank you for your review. Here follows our replies to your comments.
1. ......I would suggest to report previous studies of this type in the introduction and shortly report
their findings (E.g. by Wackermann, Radin, Hinterberger,…).
Reply: In the introduction and in the discussion of version 2, we added this information.
Furthermore we added the list and references of all studies related to this line of
investigation in the Supplementary Material.
2 Spoken as a physicist, I do not really see the conditions for entanglement fulfilled because not. ....
every subsystem, that has information of another subsystem and shares the idea of
interconnectedness behaves as being entangled. Therefore, it seems to be oversimplified to just
state that "this relationship constitutes an entangled state".
Reply: We are aware of your knowledge regarding the theory, and as explained by the
GQT authors, this theory is not related to physical observables, but rather is one that can
be applied to every complex system, regardless of whether physical, biological, or mental.
If we assume that every human mind is a complex system, it is safe to assume the
possibility that two minds, a certain distance apart, can be entangled if the intention to be
connected is mutual, as suggested in the instructions to participants. This theory has
already obtained empirical support in the entanglement of a human mind with a random
number generator – considered to be a complex physical system (Walach . PLoS et al in
).press
...Another problem arises with the non-signal transfer paradigm which in this type of experiment
would be violated if we would find replicable correlations of the same type.
Reply: We agree. In the Discussion we clarify that what we observed is a correlation and
not a transmission of signals.
 Why were you focusing on the frequency range between 9-10 Hz? Was this a 3. post-hoc 
selection? Could you tell the results of the other standard frequencies such as theta, beta,.. bands?
Reply: In the Discussion we specifically stated the explorative nature of the study. No
other relevant results were observed in other EEG frequency bands.
What is the GW6 method?4-5. 
Reply: As explained in the Data Analysis section, this is an alternative method for
analyzing EEG signals based on the correlation among the signals detected in the EEG
channels (14 in our case), which is more resistant to jitter and interferences compared to
simple classical ERP averaging. The cited and freely available reference (Giroldini )et al
contains a more technical explanation of how it works and how it differs from classical
methods.
Is it possible to tell something about the localization of your findings as you recorded 146. 
channels?
Reply: We did not investigate the “sources” of the observed correlation given that our
primary interest was in extracting it from the noise present in the EEG signals. We agree
that a comparative analysis of the sources of the correlation, for example frontal versus
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that a comparative analysis of the sources of the correlation, for example frontal versus
occipital between the senders and the receivers, may give important clues about its
characteristics.
In the discussion please compare your findings to those of similar studies.7. 
 Reply: Added.
 I'm replying on behalf of all authors.Competing Interests:
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